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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY


I. INTRODUCTION 
* 	 THE PRELIMINARY DESIGN OF A STATE-OF-THE-ART ELECTRIC VEHICLE 
POWER TRAIN IS PART OF A NATIONAL EFFORT TO REAP THE POTENTIAL 
BENEFIT OF USEFUL URBAN ELECTRIC PASSENGER VEHICLES. 
THE OBJECTIVES OF THE PROGRAM FOCUSED ON STATE-OF-THE-ART 
ELECTRIC VEHICLES AND COMPONENTS. 
THE METHODOLOGY FOR THE POWER TRAIN STUDY COMBINED LITERATURE 
SEARCH, ENGINEERING JUDGMENT AND COMPUTER AIDED ANALYSIS. 
II. 	 ASSESSMENT OF THE STATE-OF-THE-ART IN


ELECTRIC VEHICLE TECHNOLOGY


THE MOST COMMON APPROACH TAKEN IN THE DESIGN OF AN ELECTRIC 
VEHICLE POWER TRAIN HAS BEEN TO CONVERT A CONVENTIONAL INTERNAL 
COMBUSTION ENGINE VEHICLE CHASSIS TO ELECTRIC DRIVE. 
Many Hobbyists Have Built Electric Vehicles In This Country. 
- Electric Vehicle Technology Is More Advanced In Foreign Countries. 
By Designing From The "Ground Up", Improved Performance Has 
Been Obtained In Several Experimental Research Vehicles. 
DC MOTORS AND CONTROLLERS REPRESENT A MATURE TECHNOLOGY WHICH IS 
WELL SUITED TO THE ON-THE-ROAD, ELECTRIC VEHICLE APPLICATION. 
THE MECHANICAL PORTION OF AN ELECTRIC VEHICLE POWER TRAIN SERVES TO 
MATCH THE OUTPUT OF THE MOTOR TO THE LOAD REQUIRED AT THE VEHICLE 
WHEELS. 
Mechanical Transmissions Generally Sacrifice Efficiency For the Flexibility 
of Automatic Ratio Change. 
The Radial Tire Represents the State-of-the-Art Tire For an Electric Vehicle. 
COMPONENTS WHICH REPRESENT THE CURRENT STATE-OF-THE-ART 
INCLUDE THE SERIES DC MOTOR, CHOPPER CONTROLLER AND RADIAL 
TIRES. 
The Rear Mounted Motor/Transaxle Or The Front Wheel Drive 
Are Preferred Power Train Architectures, 
The Selection of an Optimum Power Train Requires a Systems 
Analysis of the Hardware Operating Over the Drive Cycle. 
TYPICAL VEHICLE CONFIGURATION
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III. STATE-OF-THE-ART POWER TRAIN DESIGN 
* 	 THE CALCULATION OF RANGE PROCEEDS BY ACCOUNTING FOR THE 
ENERGY CONSUMED BY THE COMPONENTS AND THEN DRAWN FROM 
THE BATTERIES AS THE VEHICLE OPERATES OVER A DRIVING CYCLE. 
* 	 ANALYSES SERVED TO ESTABLISH THE MAXIMUM POTENTIAL RANGE, THE 
SENSITIVITY OF RANGE TO THE COMPONENT PARAMETERS AND TO SIZE 
THE COMPONENTS. 
An ideal, 3,600 Pound Vehicle Can Achieve a Range of 50 Miles


Over the SAE J227a/D Driving Cycle and 75 Miles at a Constant


55 MPH.


Lighter Weight Vehicles, Lower Tire Rolling Resistance and the


Use of Regenerative Braking Are Most Effective in Extending Range.


A Motor Rated at 24 Horsepower Is Required for the Electric Vehicle


Power Train.


THE STATE-OF-THE-ART POWER TRAIN CONSISTS OF A DC SERIES WOUND 
MOTOR, SCR CONTROLLER, V-BELT TRANSMISSION, LOW-LOSS DIFFERENTIAL 
AND RADIAL TIRES. 
The State-Of-The-Art Power Train Installed in an Electric Vehicle 
Could Achieve a Range of 36 Miles Over the SAE J227a/D Driving 
Cycle. 
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IV. IMPROVED POWER TRAINS 
BY APPLYING NEAR-TERM ADVANCES IN TECHNOLOGY, AN IMPROVED POWER TRAIN 
DESIGN WILL INCREASE VEHICLE RANGE. 
THE USE OF A SEPARATELY EXCITED DC MOTOR, AS COMPARED TO A SERIES 
MACHINE, CAN IMPROVE THE RANGE OF AN ELECTRIC VEHICLE. 
Analysis Predicts That the Range of an Electric Vehicle With a Separately


Excited Motor is 20% Greater Than the Comparable Series Motor Design.


SEVERAL OTHER IMPROVEMENTS WILL LEAD TO FEATURES WHICH WILL ENHANCE 
THE SUCCESS OF THE ELECTRIC VEHICLE. 
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V. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
* 	 STATE-OF-THE-ART ELECTRIC VEHICLES ARE PRIMARILY CONVERSIONS WITH A 
HANDFUL OF ORIGINAL DESIGNS. 
* 	 THE MAJOR ELEMENTS OF THE PRELIMINARY POWER TRAIN DESIGN DEVELOPED IN 
THIS STUDY ARE A DC SERIES MOTOR, SCR CONTROLLER AND V-BELT CVT. 
IMPROVEMENTS STUDIED IN DETAIL INCLUDE THE USE OF SEPARATELY EXCITED 
MOTORS AND AN ELECTROMAGNETIC TRANSMISSION. 
FUTURE WORK SHOULD EMPHASIZE NEAR TERM TECHNICAL ADVANCES TO BRING 
A PRACTICAL ELECTRIC VEHICLE CLOSER TO REALITY. 
Better Batteries, Expanded Use of Light Weight Materials and Low Rolling 
Resistance Tire Designs Are the Areas With the Major Potential for Improved 
Range. 
Further Development of High Speed DC Motors and Electronic Control 
Packages Will Enhance the Potential for "All Electric" Drives. 
The Electromatic CVT and the Electromagnetically Shifted Transmission 
Should Be Applied To Vehicle Power Trains To Demonstrate Their 
Reliability in the Field. 
DETAILED PRESENTATION
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1. INTRODUCTION


1. 	 THE PRELIMINARY DESIGN OF A STATE-OF-THE-ART ELECTRIC VEHICLE POWER TRAIN IS 
PART OF A NATIONAL EFFORT TO REAP THE POTENTIAL BENEFIT OF USEFUL URBAN ELECTRIC 
PASSENGER VEHICLES. 
(1) 	 Over One Half of the Nation's Air Pollution Is Associated With Gasoline Powered 
Automobiles. 
(2) 	 An Electric Vehicle Moves the Energy Conversion Back To the Central Power Plant, 
Thereby Controlling Pollution and Reducing the Consumption of Petroleum. 
(3) 	 Studies Have Shown That a Useful Electric Vehicle With a Range of 80 - 100 Miles 
Would Meet the Requirements for a Second Car. 
2. 	 THE OBJECTIVES OF THE PROGRAM FOCUSED ON STATE-OF-THE-ART ELECTRIC VEHICLES 
AND COMPONENTS. 
(1) 	 Identify and Evaluate the State-Of-The-Art of Electric Vehicles and Electric Vehicle 
Power Train Components. 
(2) 	 Develop a Power Train Design Using State-Of-The-Art Components. 
(3) 	 Identify and Evaluate the Benefit of Potential, Near-Term Improvements To the 
State-Of-The-Art Electric Vehicle Power Train. 
3. 	 THE METHODOLOGY FOR THE POWER TRAIN STUDY COMBINED LITERATURE SEARCH, 
ENGINEERING JUDGMENT AND COMPUTER AIDED ANALYSIS. 
(1) 	 Information Was Obtained by Literature Search, In Person and Telephone Interviews 
and Mailings To Manufacturers of Vehicles and Components. 
(2) 	 Conceptual Approaches To Electric Vehicle Design Were Identified and Studied. 
(3) 	 Analyses of Parameter Sensitivity, Idealized Performance and Range Over a Driving 
Cycle Guided the State-Of-The-Art Design. 
(4) 	 Engineering Design Study and Computer Aided Analyses Were Used To Evaluate 
Potential Improvements in Power Train Performance. 
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II. ASSESSMENT OF THE STATE-OF-THE-ART IN


ELECTRIC VEHICLE TECHNOLOGY


1. 	 THE MOST COMMON APPROACH TAKEN IN THE DESIGN OF AN ELECTRIC VEHICLE 
POWER TRAIN HAS BEEN TO CONVERT A CONVENTIONAL INTERNAL COMBUSTION 
ENGINE VEHICLE CHASSIS TO ELECTRIC DRIVE. 
(1) 	 Many Hobbyists Have Built Electric Vehicles In This Country. 
(2) 	 The Conversion Approach Has Been Employed In Several Professional 
Electric Vehicle Designs. 
DOMESTIC ELECTRIC VEHICLES


TYPLJ 
VLJRCLE CURB WEIGHIT BATTLNILS 01OR CONTROLLAI T1IANSISSION OIFK-LIOCNTIAL Tibs OA<CS FOREFERENCE 
CM CurvaIr. SIIr- 530 V. 0elco. 4il.. Three Pbase SCR. ftitido r aSdrd 80mphimax 0-60/17 (147;Electrova ir IIM5sl pssenger I ias AC Oil Culhad. reductlon. c 40 - 7Oral range(19b7) I.0 Obs. nducton 130


lbs * If$ H1P


at13.000 RPM,


.ii cooled.


CMXL Opal 4 Ws-isnger ZInc-air and Two DC srLes In Two synchroniled DuI input Stanidard 60 mph max 0'30/10 (63)(195.) 3000 lbs. Lad-acid parallel, rear SCR Bjearbox 3.59 I s . 7, lcOhn. rnsg. 
wound. I28lbs, 
28 HP taci 
Olower colsd 
Cord Cvr.lr. 5 pJ5~flg~~ Nkcti-ca dllum CEIC series. SCR and ypass Front we el drive, 3.9.1 Radial 77mph malx (3rd (33)Estate W'. 3086lhs 10 V.. 900 lbs 150 lbs . 40 P. oniactor standerd wna Il, gar). 40.1s at 
io0V 2 ft. 3 121 l. econd 25 mph
lbs . 8000 rpm


pancooled (60


Boeing LRV Bll Pantoraph in series, SCRarnlalure Fuied ger Dynamic ire- (155) 
isparatuly chopper r.dcsiin generatlve
excited, 21011P optional] andOlowr c.old. hydraulic disc. 
EVA Mutro enault R-12 Lad-acid, EV-106 CCserIes 5CR, no bypess., T ,rWuconverter 2.34 I Rdil 50nh max . 56ml (152). (161),
4 pssener 96 V . 1040lbs. 3 4 lIP 340 aip limit. aul 3s.,.ed Renault 1SSR-13 aI2Smih 27ml during (162)3150 ti 4S00 RPM automatic. 32 psl urban cyca 
Fan CWoled 
EVA p wssri,.r DC shunt i cosacior" AutocaticLc 
Cooltoctor AMC P c.r 5 lip (163) 
(19771 
datironc Vec Lead-acId 112V GE DC seres CC SCR chopper, 2 s ned, toncal Ilypoed diltirentlal 6.70 X 15 Ilydrs=ullc 60 nph nx - 60 nl. (161) 
Mlnlvan 5i00 be. 330 Ah 94 V.. 42 iP, ied vesknlng gear rear dxle 3 07 I at 20 taph. 
(1973) 6000 rpm byllas coelictor, 1 96, . I 
current Ilmi 
DOMESTIC ELECTRIC VEHICLES


TYPE/ 
VEICLE CUR Wt IlIT OATTOOILS MOTOR CONTIIULLER TRIANSUISMiON Dill LIRENTIAL TIRES UI1AILS PLIFOIMANCE REFERENCE 
(0.1.1 
Watran 
CIIW-I 
j.l.saIlterh 
24g0 Ibs. 
Lead 
add 
aid. Preslolle. 
DC series 
Culaactur* 3 sleed InIlnliel yasari ble 
Irall nallsasilu 
We.e.rliv. 
avalHaM 
4rarnh 
.0 
mn 
.1aS 30 uph 
160) 
12lIP 
JcInhuasing usroa Van ead-acid. tV-t06 naor, on: Cabietot at SI~andard slandurd ilrldil-n.ts Oydrauli a5s' Aax 1153) 
iecliraV.a 2500 hI. 94 V.. 910 lnm. e..esm.*0 liP. K663, Id., ply l adkontim, 
3500 rpm. It,
lbs blower 
40 gal 
cooled. 
Data Eltirlc 
V. 
Var 
s0o lbs. 
Lead-cd S14 
321 AhIS far 
Reliance, CCT 
shunt, *20 V. 
elince, 
'htopper. 
IC3 sped, clutch 
sandlard renl 
Dan. 
7.17 1 
j.y.nerative 
am hydrauliC 
50 rih 
200 nl 
anax * 
at2$ tvitl 
4151) 
S1 l .1.250 200 lbs 3 03. 3.75, 1.0 1 
e'an. 30 lbs 
AM G ee.al 
Eiectlruck 
o0-le 
VaIIJoip 
2640lbs 
Ld-cld 54V.. 
1250Ib. 
ERCcompound, 
2$] lbs. 
5CR 
blower cooled 
*0 lbs 
No Ir..istsalia. 
.'anuisan. shal 
wit. unlv-sea. 
S 09 0 Cr 75-15 
(Rlin. G) 
Ree.at.IN. 
over Is rmph 
ant hydraal I. 
4S mia 30 mloph, 
0-30/36 ac., 10 m.1 
e cy.la 
422),40 41 
(i9751 drum 
Dais p-Soc Van La.d-ad, 91 V. Oil., DCserIes CE pulse typ'. N. .. n.ellouI SlIsdard Uniroyal Ily iiydraaulk 0-10/1 sac. (27). 4*523 
3900lb.. EV-106. 1040 lb. 30 liP. 4000 rpm, 5CR. ISV lhulversals shahal S.IP 1 3I0, Sply 21.ol n yIll 
Tlowr coold, blower cond radial. I75-SR­
00, 32 psi. 
Sarlbnn/Vinr­
guard Clilar 
2 .a.s.n..r 
1300 lbs 
Lead-aId 4oV CC. DC series 
raar mnlncd, 
Conlaclur and 
slartln9 aslutor 
No lr.aInniasos 4.l3 I Goodyear. 
2 ily nylon, 
Disc/dra 
hydraulic 
35mph n(NO), 
36ml * 23 .,h. 
41661 
(1971) 6 liP, 4100 ipm. 4 $0.12. 20 al. n cy.a. 
50 insl 
CM0.1. Lead iId .. d Iso ml at IQ Iph lJ 
41$71) nIlkel cadl0 so ml at 40 rph 
Llnar Alpha Odge Van Lsad-acld 24) -phase AC Diset I., I Sla-d-rd Iaeo.neratll1 .1 
4*9743 5950 In. 220Ah. 144V, Induil.ora And hydraulic 
I'43 lb.. liP. 
EFIP 
Mrs II 
(191111 
sasenjer 
Reault P- 10 
4100 Ins,. 
Lad acid 
120 V 
0lbsE 
OC serls Co.nactr Goodyear 
radial 
tcjeratlve. 
4.whee j 
dsoc. 
125 ml at 30 nv 
22 ml o cycle 
(46 
C) > 
(3) Electric Vehicle Technolbgy Is More Advanced Ih Foreign Countries. 
FOREIGN ELECTRICAL VEHICLES

TYPE/ 
VEIICLE CURB WCIGIIT QATTERIES MOTOR CONTROLLM TRANSMISSION DIFFERENTIAL TIRES BRAKES PERFORMANCE REFERENCE 
(Date) BAE EFRAC EEEC 
Ther II 
Taiwa 
4 p.ssenger 
26S4 lbs 
Lcad-ac, 
192 V. 
1102 lb 
Tongyuan. DC 
series, rear mount 
176ilbs.. 4lP. 
6000 rpm. alower 
5CR chPjisser Fixed redurlon 
1.6 I 
Slandard 
dillerent al 
4 1.1 
6 op1h -as. 
0 - Vill . 
200rl at 30 dph 
(0) 
cooled 
Lucas Tax. 
(l076) 
4851lIb. Lead-acild 
214V 
DC series, front 
mount transverse, 
CAV, So HP 
Lucas 5CR 
chopper 
Double reduction, 
Morse Ily V clain. 
transverse to 
5 63 I Reuenertlve 
*nl CIrlJn", 
servo hydraulic 
60mph na 
200a lal30mph 
(551 
dilflerentlal brakes. 
Palhaisu Koyo 
Lightwaght car 
(1912) 
. passenoer 
2010lbs. 
Lead-acid. 
98 V. 
220 Ah/S hr. 
weTear whsee. 
DC series, 
7 S liP each. 
45V. 
SCR chopper Rear mounbd, 
aeutomalic, 2-speed 
Regenerst.a 
and hydraulic. 
5ivh max., 
0-20/3 sec. 
175mIl at25mph. 
(98), 4553) 
Toyoma 
Compact car 
(0922) 
Sp senger 
3054 lbs. 
Lead-acid. 
192V 
155.5 AhIS hr 
OC separately 
excited 27 HP. 
(20 kw) rated 
54 hp. (40 kw) 
man, Slwer 
coled 
5CR chopper, 
aulomatlc field 
weakenIr, 
Rr transverse 
mount, automatic, 
terolonal dam r. 
e, fluid couplinj. 
-spced hydraulic 
from electrIc pump 
Special Regenerative 
and hydraulic. 
So h ma. 
0-20/2 S c. 
see nl, as 25 nwh 
(67), (95). 
4t53) 
Toyota 
S.ll Truck 
2passenger 
170 lbs load 
Lead-acid, 
90V . 
135Ah/S hr., 
721 lbs. 
DCseparately 
excited 13 iP, 
rated, 0 HP 
anx. 
SCR Fixed ger reduction Reoasaratlv, 
and hydraulic. 
3 mashnet.. 
26 ml. over urban 
cycle. 
114')(53) 
Enfield 5000 
(19761 
2 passenger 
2children 
21001bs. 
DC series, 
ISV. Mawdsly, 
I liP., 175 lbs 
6sep conotractor. 
field weakening 
OpliOna 3 55 I Radial, 
35 psi 
0-30/ 2 sec. 
0 mast 
1142) 
flower cooled. 
Bedford Van 
ERO 
England 
Van 
6000 lbs 
10 V DC series, 
50 tP. 
S slop co'tactor 
(patent.d) 
Torque converter, 
Variable Kinlic 
Drive. is. 5 at stall. 
0-30/i4 se 
47mph mat.." 
33ml. over cycle 
(47) 0 
, 
90 cruise efficiency S11 
FOREIGN ELECTRICAL VEHICLES 
VEIICLE 
TYPE/
CURBWELGIOT BATTERIES MOTOR CONTROLLER TRANSMISSION DIFFERENTIAL TIRES BRAKES PERFORMANCE REFERENCE 
(Data) 
Ford Connute I palsenger $ Lend-aid 44) CAV type TM ss. Thyrislor pulse Rear transvere mun Overall ratio 4.0 I. 4.4 x Ii Hydraulic drums 40omph ma (92) 
England 
(t964) 
2 children 
1200lbs. 
12 V 
120 Ah/S hr. 
314 Its,. 
OCseries 12). 
2'i V , 5 lip 
Blower cooled. 
controller, 
Seucon MIRVI. 
bypass cot.actor. 
Nxtd gear reduction helical pinion all wheels 4Joml, at 25 mph 
0-30/12 sm 
VW Electric 
Transperter 
Van 
SO00lbs 
approx. 
Lad-acid 
144 V. 
150A/VS hIr. 
OCseparately 
excited. Busch 
and Siemens. 21 
El ctr .lse 
width and frequency 
modulation. 
Fined ge-r, VW 
Standard tranlcaxte 
Radial Rconesratlv. 
and hydraulic. 
[23, (33 
1.516lbs. lip (t peak). 
6700 rpm max. 
Separate fan 
DorIer Ban 
LE 306 
Vsn 
6500 lbs. 
Lead-aid 
Ito V 
DCSeparately 
excited. 42HP 
Electronic, 2 position 
variable pulse width 
Fixed gear reduction Standard Regn..rtlva.7 
and hydraulLo. 
mph asa. [3). 51) 
pp. s, 180 Ah/S hr (70 peak), and firequency 
123 Ibs. 6000 rpm max. 
Elcar Model 
4000 
(0S75) 
Aplaserir 
1500 lbs. 
Lead-adld 
40V. 300 At 
DC series, OE, 
3.s HOP.. r 
mount. 
SCRchoppe, .uhh 
Cortactors U 
rlstor, 
Fixed reducllon Steel Radial 
SR- 14S. IV 
Itydrasslic. 45ml at 35 mph 
40 mi at t0 mph 
0-30/14 sec 
[IS) 
SRF 
Conbl-Truck 
Israel 
2p. 
210o Ing. 
o.van Warta, MD 750-Vs 
144 V. 
DCoessartely5o 
excited. 25 HP 
continuous at 
arnslr.control. 
Held.weakenin, 
Front whel drive. 
continuously varlable 
transmission. flywheel 
$mph sax. (1593 
4500rpm., GE. 
(4) By Designing From The "Ground Up", Improved Performance Has Been 
Obtained In Several Experimental Research Vehicles. 
NONCONVERSION ELECTRIC VEHICLES 
VEHICLE 
TYPE/ 
CURB WEIGHT BATTERIES MOTOR CONTROLLER TRANSMISSION DIFFERENTIAL TIRES BRAKES PEUFORMANCE REFERENCE 
(Data) 
CM 512 
(19691 
2passenger Lead-acid. 
84 V. 
120 lbs. 
DC series. 
Sei bs ,.5 HIP. 
4000rpm.
Ulower Cooled 
5CR Coaxial motor. 
Ilnetary gear 
and dlff.rent1i at 
rear axle. 
5 0.1 oversl ratio. 4iasph rsn. 
0-30112 se. 
100w It 34reph. 
P1*) 
Copper 
Development 
Van 
51O0lbs 
Leed-acid, 
10 V 
CE. BC series 
. Interprles 
SCR, 500.. lls ant 
bypass cu,t.. r 
Chrysler 3-speed 
automatc.. 15.1t4. 
Front whitel drive 
Morse ly-VY chain 
Firestone 
radial 
Hlydraullc (35) 
Association 
Van III 
2 lip .1 q72S 
rpm. 231 lbs. 
9.33. 6 30: 1 overall 
ratio. fo torque 
to dlfferential. 
Copper 2 assecgar Lead-acld, DC separately I- I field varIation Front wh.eI drive, 95 I Alt 70-13 60 eacth ro s, (1i, (I0S), 
DeveoIoPrent 2951 iba. 10 V. ewcited. 40 liP, by translstor chopper, alandard toothd bell radial. 0 ­20/11 ., (352) 
Association te, Armature resistance and ire bevel gear. 
Town rr switching 
ESB/McKee 2 Pas..sger Lead-acid Tork link, SCR chopper, Rear Irailsaxle and Dana EC-20 Gooey ear Ditc/dum 100 .i. at 30 mph, (2) 
Stondere. - 1600 lbs. 72V.. 750 ibs. DC serles, 400 amp motor McKee 2-speed low rolng hydraullc 45 als at 60 rph 
(19721 1)17 liP. 6 08, 3 I 1. manual resisBtance 
6.S5S. 9. 30 psi. 
Amectran. 4Psssenger Lead-acid DC Solid state Fixed 11.1 1 Goodmear, Run isc Brakea. 6S h max (167) 
EXAR-I 2300 lbs Flat. 300 ml, at 55tspe 
Anderson Utility Van Lead-acid DC series , 20 iP. SCR 2-sped automatic, Radial. Dis/dru 55mph awt (40). (41) 
Third 2500lbs 72V (3SIp peak). planetsry gear. 165 x IS. hydraulic 60 il. atS45 ph 
Generation 2a0amp, 
4000rpm 
me hlanlcal shifton 
,speed and torque. FWD 
970lb Blower 
cooled. 
TSL ­ T/3 Van Van Lead-acid OCE ar SCR, 600 amp Fixed 7 3.1 Radial, Dlsc/dros Il 60 at . (157) 
(197a) 3000lbs. U4V. 9C0 lbs 20HP 
(35lIP, pest) 
165 a 15 - 30/16 .. 
30 .1. on cycle 
Lunar Rover SOnIts Four DC series.. Electronic plus four to Isaronic 32 In diameter wl, irest - t0 .pih (73) 
(19711 bruh type, or four permanent power contacts for reversing drive and pianatary spur gear. wire mesh, eratlve brakes 
74 . t, range,. 
magnel brush­
less 
(5) 	 Generally The Overall Vehicle Body Design Presents Constraints On 
The Power Train Configuration. 
(6) 	 The Concept of "Load Levelling" Has Been Given A Good Deal Of Attention 
In The Electric Vehicle Literature. 
(7) 	 Discharge Characteristics Of Lead-Acid Batteries In Electric Vehicle 
Applications Are Not Well Understood. 
(8) 	 Several Trends In The Approach To Electric Vehicle Power Train Design 
Are Evident. 
FREQUENCY OF ELECTRIC 
VEHICLE DESIGN APPROACH 
NUMBER* 
Total number of vehicles reviewed 37 
Motor Types 
DC Series 23 
DC Separately Excited 7 
AC 2 
Blower Cooling of Motor 13 
Controller Types 
Battery Switching (Contactor) 6 
Solid State (SCR) 27 
Transmission Types 
Fixed Gear Reduction 20 
Manual Gear Change 4 
Y'd 
Automatic Gear Change 
CVT 
6 
3 
Power Train Configuration 
Rear Motor and Drive B 
Z- Front Motor and Drive 3 
Conventional 11 
*Complete data not available for all vehicles. 
Source: Booz, Allen &Hamilton Inc. 
2. 	 DC MOTORS AND CONTROLLERS REPRESENT A MATURE TECHNOLOGY 
WHICH IS WELL SUITED TO THE ON-THE-ROAD, ELECTRIC VEHICLE 
APPLICATION. 
(1) 	 AC Motors Are Extensively Used In Constant Speed Applications. 
(2) 	 AC Motor Controls Require Complex and Sophisticated Circuitry. 
(3) 	 DC Motors Have Been Extensively Used In Variable Speed 
Applications. 
(4) 	 DC Motor Controls Have Covered A Spectrum Ranging From 
Battery Switching To Variable Duty-Cycle Choppers. 
(5) 	 An Integrated Traction Control System For An Electric Automobile 
Is Desirable. 
MOTORS AND CONTROLLERS


MOTOR/CONTROLLER SUMMARY 
Motor Type: AC 	 Induction 	 DC Series Wound DC Shunt Wound 
Primary Constant speed Variable speed Variable speed


Application Areas:


Torque control Speed control


Advantages: 	 Low cost motor which Compact frame size 	 Compact frame size 
- Is rugged High starting torque and High torque at low speed 
- Is brushless high torque at low speed 
- Is low in weight Excellent speed regulation 
- Requires little main- Ease of speed control 
tenance 	 Ease of accomplishing controlled 
Inherent feedback characteristic braking and regeneration
Control circuitry is of the series field 
isolated from power electronics Chopper control offers 
Excellent torque regulation 
- Smooth operation 
*Chopper control offers - Efficiency 
- High reliability 
- Smooth operation 
- Efficiency 
- High reliability 
Disadvantages: 	 Low speed operation is Regenerative braking more Difficult to control under


difficult to achieve difficult to accomplish varying load conditions


Complex controller is Loss of load results in High hysteresis content in 
required. This leads to dangerous overspeed condition the weakened field range 
Low reliability Field loss results in 
High costs dangerous overspeed condition 
- Low efficiency due to 
power conversions 
-	 Limited speed range of 
seven or eight to one 
Source: Booz, Allen I Hamilton Inc, 
C 
0 
PRINCIPAL SUPPLIERS OF DC MOTORS 
a BALDOR


* GENERAL ELECTRIC 
• GOULD 
* LAWNEL 
a PRESTOLITE 
a RELIANCE 
PRINCIPAL SUPPLIERS OF DC MOTOR CHOPPER CONTROLLERS 
CABLEFORM 
* GENERAL ELECTRIC 
* RELIANCE 
* SEVCON 
3. 	 THE MECHANICAL PROTION OF AN ELECTRIC VEHICLE POWER TRAIN 
SERVES TO MATCH THE OUTPUT OF THE MOTOR TO THE LOAD REQUIRED 
AT THE VEHICLE WHEELS. 
(1) 	 Mechanical Transmissions Generally Sacrifice Efficiency For 
the Flexibility of Automatic Ratio Change. 
(2) 	 Differentials and Axles Are Tailored To Each Application. 
(3) 	 The Self-Adjusting Drum Brake System Without Power Assist 
Offers Low Weight and Low Residual Drag. 
(4) 	 The Radial Tire Represents the State-of-the-Art Tire For an 
Electric Vehicle. 
(5) 	 Bearing Power Loss Can Be a Relatively Insignificant Part of 
the Total Power. 
TRANSMISSIONS 
DIFFERENTIALS/AXLES 
BRAKES


TIRES 
BEARINGS 
CANDIDATE TRANSMISSIONSMANUFACTURERS OF 
Company Type Company Tp 
Gates Rubber Co. Belts for variable speed belt drives American-Standard CVT - fluid drive 
Denver, Colorado Dearborn, Michigan 
Graham Transmissions, Inc. CVT - traction type Arter and Co. CVT - traction type 
Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin Mannedorf, Switzerland 
Hans Heynau Gmbfl CVT - traction and "V"belt types Emil Beeklege Multiration planetary - automatic shift 
Germany Willowick, Ohio 
Industrial Tectonics, Inc. CVT - traction type Chrysler Corp. Standard automotive manual &automatic 
Ann Arbor, Michigan East Syracuse, New York, N.Y. transmissions 
McKee Engineering Corp. Modified STD automotive automatic Chrysler Marine Standard automotive manual &automatic 
Palatine, Illinois transmissions Marysville, Michigan transmissions 
Marathon - USA Inc. CVT-hydrostatic type Dana Corporation Manual shift, hydrostatic and fixed ratio 
Stamford, Connecticut Auburn, Indiana gear type 
Morse Chain Div. Fixed ratio chain &belt types Eaton Corp. Fixed ratio gear reducers 
Ithaca, New York Marshall, Michigan 
Neuweg GmbH CVT-traction type Excelermatic CVT - traction type 
Wuert, West Germany Austin, Texas 
SRF CVT-hydrostatic Fafnir Bearing Co. CVT - traction type 
Jerusalem, Israel New Britain, Connecticut 
Sumitomo Machinery Co. Ltd. CVT-varlous traction element types Floyd Drives Co. CVT - traction type 
Carlstadt, New Jersey Denver, Colorado 
Walter Chary CVT 0 Fluid Drive Engineering Co. Fluid torque converter 6 variable speed 
Meadvilte, Pennsylvania WIlrette, Illinois "Va belt 
Warner Gear Dv. Fixed ratio gear reducers Ford Motor Co. Standard automotive manual £ automatic 
Muncie, Indiana Livonia, Michigan transmissions 
Electromatic Incorporated CVT - variable slip fluid drive 
Cleveland, Ohio 
Electrornatic Drive Corp. CVT - variable ratio lV a belt 
Orange, California 
Source; Booz, Allen & Hamilton Inc, 
MANUFACTURERS OF CANDIDATE TRANSMISSIONS


Company lp 
Holton Axle &Transmission 
Juneau, Wisconsin 
Fixed ratio transmissions 
Fairfield Manufacturing Co., 
Lafayette, Indiana 
Inc. Fixed ratio gear reducers 
Wlnsmith 
Springfield, New York 
CVT - traction type and fixed ratio gear 
reducers 
SEW - Eurodrive 
Bruchsal, West Germany 
CVT - traction and self types, 
gear reducers 
fixed ratio 
AVS Ltd. 
England 
High efficiency Hobbs torque converter 
Ste Rite CVT- hydrostatic type 
Rydreco CVT- hydrostatic type 
Ernodrive Inc. CVT - traction type 
Troy, Ohio 
Lewellen Mfg. Co. CVT - pulley type 
Columbus, Ohio 
Reliance Electric Co. CVT - pulley type 
Cleveland, Ohio 
Lovejoy Inc. CVT - "V" belt type 
Downers Grove, Illinois 
Source: Booz, Allen & Hamilton Inc. 
INPUT/OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS


OF TRACTION DRIVES 
TYP Stl'I'tIII 
IIATIN(. 
Ill. 
RIAINO 
IANGI 
01 P1t S1i 1 ) 
1750 IM 
INPUT 
1(1ll.%LB, 
nu.11 OU'l IOT0OI 
20 Iiip to0 lIp, 
Ili't(' F ' 
Buig-Cone 
With 
planetry 
Gr,,ha 1/15-5 3 I 0-500 - 5-90 
Shimpo SCM I/It 5 4:1 I 12-450 82 
dual 
pltary 
vith Graham-
Shompo Ohl 2/0-5 10,1 300-0-360 .. .. 60 
single cone Graham-
Shimpo NT 1/16-2 10. 2 5-500 -­ 0o 
Vurlator 
bail Eaton 2/2-16 9 I (00-5406 600 -­ 75-3 
Wtnsm ilh-
Allspred 1/4-1S 0 I 600-5200 375 -­ 75-90 
roller Kopper'-
Kopp 1-100 12' I 2580-3000 265 1275 83-94 
Free Ball 
Parker-
Unicun 
Floyd 
1/4-20 
1/3-1 1/2 
8 I 
1 0.1 
300-2500 
to ± 1750 
400 
-­
-­ 77-92 
p TVK­
'onlravc 1-25 40 1 80-3500 180 -­ 05-90 
Dice 
planetary 
Beier 
ITVD.,co­
Le-nc 
Sunnioo 
1/ 15 
1/4-220 
6 
4 1 
200-1200 
360- 1440 
230 
400 
-­
4200 
75-84 
80-87 
Toroidal 
Davld llrown-
Sadt 
1/3-5.5 7 1 00-4200 
-­ 80 
Metal HIt cMcPY 7.5-75 8 I 715-4200 310 1280 
(711P) 
85-D0 
Source: Power Transmission Design, November, 1975. 
EXCELERMATIC TRANSMISSION


I . 
ThiGS 
IIT~oYRP~g, 
R scT 
11NPATIV E 
PVR AT' O~AC/,T 
L=~P 
011L 
Source:AG 
llyoJplvJvI 
T IU 
IVUPIP 
ECeARmti 
VB RI D " YVRU TA T
I 
ZDT 
-110 Fd*,600 :1 
C S r I 
1 
-­ . 
ExcelermaticSource: 
HANS HEYNAU TRANSMISSION


(TRANSMISSION TYPE)


Source: Hans Heynau GmbH, Germany 
HANS HEYNAU TRANSMISSION 
(BELT TYPE) 
ilie 
Source: Hans Heynau GmbH, Germany 
0 
FAFNIR TRANSMISSION


RATIO ADJUSTER 
RV AEDRIVEN ROLLS --
LOAD SPRINGS 
.-- INPUT --. - .-- F fj-- O--UTPUT 
TRACTION-DRIVE REGENERATIVE GEARS 
Source: Fafnir 
ELECTROMATIC DRIVE TRANSMISSION


DRIVE SHAFT---
HOUSING-
FIXED FAC E. DRIVEN 
ASSEMBLY 
STUBBE 
SHAFT 
SPRING 
RETAINER--PAT E/R  -- MOVEABLE FACERETURN SPRING 
SLEE T -LEAD 
--BALL 
SCREW 
NUT FLANGE 
OPTICA L i'l--FAN 
SENSOR I /=
CABLE,.
CB ET----_ 
DISC HUB 
-- POLE PIECES 
_--MAGN EIING COIL. 
-N LATE C) 
EXIT AIR 
AIR COOLING PORT 
COOLING FAN ; 
Source: Electromatic Drive Corp. 
TRANSMISSION SELECTION CRITERIA 
* 'SIZE AND WEIGHT 
* EFFICIENCY 
* POWER CAPACITY 
* RANGE OF RATIO CHANGE 
* CONTROLLABILITY 
* RELIABILITY 
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS 
AVS 7.5" DIA HOBBS CONVERTER 
- ELECTRIC VEHICLE APPLICATIONS (35 ° Fixed vane pitch) 
u.60__
.


5 0 WI,
Fa l tot 
o 100 
Source: Advanced Vehicle Systems, Ltd. 
EFFICIENCY OF TYPICAL 
AUTOMOTIVE TRANSMISSION 
;o 1So ­
/ _E,,iciemy 2 f E11icfnCY 
1............ 
 
e 
,~ 04 0 0 60 0 20 0 ' 6 0 2 0 0 2 4 0 2 6 0 2 0 0 6 0 
0 40 30 1200 1500 2000 24O0D 200 3;200 3600 
OUTPUT R.P M 
Source: Major Automotive Manufacturer 
SUPPLIERS OF AXLES AND DIFFERENTIALS 
* DANA 
* EATON 
* FAIRFIELD MANUFACTURING 
* HOLTAN AXLE AND TRANSMISSION 
* LEAR SIEGLER 
BRAKE SUPPLIERS 
0 BENDIX 
0 DELCO MORAINE 
* GOODYEAR INDUSTRIAL BRAKES 
* MERCURY DIVISION OF APRO 
* MINNESOTA AUTOMOTIVE 
* TOOL-O-MATIC 
TIRES


EFFECT OF TORQUE ON


ROLLING RESISTANCE OF


CROSS-PLY TIRES


I­
2 
z0 0.10 
-J LL 
OLdCE -0.08
"L)U - I0k/ 
60km/h 
u-Ll--0.04 
0.6 0.4 0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 
BRAKING DRIVING 
COEFFICIENT COEFFICIENT 
Source: Ref. 182 
EFFECT OF INFLATION PRESSURE ON


EQUILIBRIUM ROLLING RESISTANCE


o A78-13 BIAS PLY (NO. 623) 
o A78-13 BIAS BELTED (NO. 624) 
& BR78-13 RADIAL PLY (NO. 631) 
O G78-14 BIAS PLY (NO. 601) 
* G78-14 BIAS BELTED (NO. 612) 
" GR78-14 RADIAL PLY (NO. 618) 
INITIAL INFLATION PRESSURE 
. 30 . . 416 psi . 
50 mph . .(COLD) 
T&RALOAD' 24psi(COL 
u.. @ 24ps psi (COLD 
2 132 psi (HOT) 
L4 20.
'I601 
I 612W 
2 , .%. t. 62 
- o "r-.- 2' 
.624S10 
cc A-'" -631 
0 20 30 40 
7-. EQUILIBRIUM INFLATION PRESSURE, psi 
ON ROLLING RESISTANCEEFFECT OF LOAD 
30 
+ 
o 
* 
FR78-15 (2P + 2S); CAT = 51.5 0 C;p = 27.3 psi 
HR78-15 (2P + 2S + 2N); CAT = 59.8 
0 C; p = 28A psi 
LR78-15 (2P + 2S); CAT = 55.50 C; p = 28.6 psi 
/41 
20 
w 
20 
0< 
o 
I 
/ 
c 
J10 
-J-I 
0 -/I0 
F H L. 
a a a a 1000 2000 
TIRE LOAD, lb 
3000 
EQUILIBRIUM TIRE ROLLING RESISTANCE


0.024 -
Zif 
0.020 
Bias/ 
Radi / 
0 
@0.016 
LU. 
0 
S0.012 
0.008 
-
New 
: 
Worn 
--­
.. 
/ 
Radial 
Bias 
0 20 40 
SPEED (MPH) 
60 80 100 
RELATIVE ROLLING RESISTANCE AS A FUNCTION OF 
DISTANCE TRAVELED DURING WARMUP 
.030 .. . . 
.026 
0)U 
u 
-. 022 
re 
0 
(D.0180 
.022 
di.0108 .014 --­
0 50 100 
Warmup (Miles) 
EFFECT OF TIRE SIZE ON ROLLING RESISTANCE


1.4 
12 1.2 
1.0 1111.0 0 76 
0 0 
0.8 1 0.8 0 
0.6 B0.6~FOR D RATIO OF EQUILIBRIUM ROLLING RESISTANCESDIFFERENTASPECT ATIOS 
RATIO OF EQUILIBRIUM ROLLING RESISTANCES 
FOR DIFFERENT WHEEL DIAMETERS 0 78/70 
0.4 0.4 -
0 15"114' n 78/60 
0.0 0.0/1L 
0 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500 0 Y 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500 1600 
ST ATIRE LOAD, lb 
TIRE LOAD, lb 
IN GENERAL, TIRES FOR THE ELECTRIC VEHICLE SHOULD BE: 
* 	 Of Radial Construction 
* 	 With Load Capacity Well In Excess of That 
Required To Support the Vehicle. 
* 	 Inflated To The Maximum Safe Pressure. 
-- -- 
-- 
-- 
-- 
Manufacturer 
Firestone 
Firestone 
 
Firestone 
Goodyear 
Goodyear 
Model 
ACT 
P185/65R14 
HR7515 
HR7515 
GR7815 
GR7815 
BR7813 
HR7815 
REPRESENTATIVE 
RESISTANCE 
Load 
940 lbs. 
80% rated 
80% rated 
700 
1000 
 
980 
1510 
ROLLING 
DATA 
Inflation 
Pressure 
24 psi 
20 
30 
 
24 
24 
Speed 
20 mph 
50 
 
60 
60 
 
Rolling 
Resistance 
13 lbs. 
13.6 Ibs;


15 lbs. 
12 lbs. 
6.8 lbs. 
10.2 lbs. 
9.8 lbs. 
12.1 lbs. 
4. 	 COMPONENTS WHICH REPRESENT THE CURRENT STATE-OF-THE-ART INCLUDE THE SERIES DC 
MOTOR, CHOPPER CONTROLLER AND RADIAL TIRES. 
(1) 	 The Series Wound DC Motor and Pulse Type Controller Are


Well Suited To Electric Vehicle Power Trains.


(2) 	 Several Mechanical Transmissions Are Suitable For EV's


In The Power Range Required.


(3) 	 Low Energy Loss Differentials, Bearings and Tires are Available. 
(4) 	 The Rear Mounted Motor/Transaxle Or The Front Wheel Drive


Are Preferred Power Train Architectures.


(5) 	 The Selection of an Optimum Power Train Requires a Systems


Analysis of the Hardware Operating Over the Drive Cycle.


II. STATE-OF-THE-ART POWER TRAIN DESIGN


VEHICLE CHARACTERISTICS: 
* Four Passenger, Urban Type 
* Test Weight = 2850 + Power Train 
a 16 EV - 106 Batteries 
= 6 ft. 2 
* Effective Frontal Area 
PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS: 
a Cruise Speed = 55 MPH 
a Gradeability= 10%@30MPH 
* Driving Cycle Per SAE J227a, Schedule D 
SAE J227a 
SCHEDULE D 
DRIVING CYCLE 
60 
50 
o 40 
3-
C)"' 30 
in20 
u 2Accelerate 
lCoast Cos 
0Brake 
10 
p 
Ivs 
20 40 
TIME, 
60 
Seconds 
80 100 120 
1. THE CALCULATION OF RANGE PROCEEDS BY ACCOUNTING FOR THE ENERGY CONSUMED 
BY THE COMPONENTS AND THEN DRAWN FROM THE BATTERIES AS THE VEHICLE OPERATES 
OVER A DRIVING CYCLE. 
(1) 	 Vehicle Road Load Is the Sum of Aerodynamic Drag and Inertial Forces. 
(2) 	 Losses Due To Tire Rolling Resistance, Mechanical Friction and Windage, As Well As 
Motor/Controller Losses Require Additional Power. 
(3) 	 Range Is Calculated By Depleting the Energy Stored In the Batteries Until the Vehicle 
Cannot Operate Over the Driving Cycle. 
(4) 	 An Existing Computer Program Was Used To Support Preliminary Design Studies. 
CALCULATION SEQUENCE 
Sed and Vehicle 
Acceleration Model 
Radoad 
- Tires 
Load 
Shaft
Power 
BDifferential 
I- Transmission [ 
~Motor 
Electrical Controller 
PowerI 
~Batteries 
COMPUTER SIMULATION 
ELVEC 
POWER 
CYCLE 
POWER 
REQUIREENTN'S 
TRANSNISSION 
PRESPI 
VARIABLESV~MhABLE 
POWER 
REQUIRE 
CALCULATE 
GEAR 
RATIO 
¥CALCULA E 
RNPUT/CUTPUT 
ANGULARSPEEDS 
a 
I N I I A I 1 7 CAO(M]PIUUTA 
AN STOIWATTER TIM 
VE-OCIY 
SHIARING YIU EGEN. YSCALLIIAiTE 
A T 
TRANSM .IbON 
LOSSES 
ACCELLRATIONNOO 
PRECOMPUTE 
RECUIR I NPUT 
TORCQUE 
COMPurt: 
DATA 
AVINOND POWeLR 
CONPUTE 1VRG 
LO"EsGET POWElR 
AND TORCQUL. 
RIh A!NT 
SUILIMARy 
4,Ow A At 
~ 
~~ ESTANM 
ANDTQ[ 
Al,FNI,~~~~I 
MOTOR 

CALCULATE 
ARMATURE 
CURSENT 
CALCUIATE 

VOLTAGE 
T 

MOT RI
CAI.LE
LOSSES 
COM 

OE RI 
FPROM 
CONTROLLER 
CONTROLL:R 

CADCULATE 
POWER 

COOLS INCONTROLLER 

CADCUATE 
POWER 

"QUIRSO 
FRGH BATTERY 
ACCELERATION PROFILE 
a = aoe -alt 
' t 
!/ Jt 
a 
w 
INITIAL ACCELERATION 0. 125 G 
FINAL ACCELERATION 0. 037 G 
2. 	 ANALYSIS SERVED TO ESTABLISH THE MAXIMUM POTENTIAL RANGE, 
THE SENSITIVITY OF RANGE TO THE COMPONENT PARAMETERS AND 
TO SIZE THE COMPONENTS. 
COMPUTED RANGE OF IDEAL 3600 POUND 
CYCLE 
55 MPH, CONSTANT SPEED 
SAE J227a, SCHEDULE D 
30MPH, 10% GRADE 
* With Regeneration 
VEHICLE 
RANGE (Miles)


75


51/60*


15


RANGE SENSITIVITY


d 55 
A=J 227 CYCLE 
B=55 MPH 
C=30 MPH 10%GRADE 
5 0 50 
45 
C 
A~A 
-
B 
4.0 o 40•25 
3 0 30 
ZB 
2.0 50 
5 
1.0 
Vehicle Weight (Ibs.) 3500 - /4000 3600 3600 3600 
Transmission Efficiency 0.92 0.85 - 0.98 0.92 0.92 
Rolling Resistance (lb./lb.) 0.014 0.014 0.008-.014 0.01 
Regenerative Braking No No No No-Yes 
ROAD LOAD FOR IDEAL, 3600 POUND VEHICLE 
30 
SAE J227a I0%GRADE, 
SCHEDULE D 30 MPH20 
(U 10 
- 5P3: 55 MPH


o 
cd 0 I I 
<
0 
20 40 60 80 100 120 
Time, Seconds 
-20 Braking 
-40


-60 
A Motor Rated at 24 Horsepower Is Required for the Electric Vehicle Power Train. 
3. 	 THE STATE-OF-THE-ART POWER TRAIN CONSISTS OF A DC SERIES WOUND 
MOTOR, SCR CONTROLLER, V-BELT TRANSMISSION, LOW-LOSS DIFFERENTIAL 
AND RADIAL TIRES. 
Type 
Manufacturer 
Model 
Weight 
Size 
Power Rating 
Voltage 
Maximum Speed 
STATE-OF-THE-ART MOTOR 
Series wound DC with interpoles 
Prestolite 
EO-26747


205 lbs. 
11 "1OD x 17" L 
24HP continuous (28HP, blower cooled) 
100 V Nominal 
4000 RPM 
PRESTOLITE EO-26747 CHARACTERISTICS 
100 
90 
670 
80 
60 
505 
t3 , 
-0~ 
a) 
U 
60 
20 
-1 3 75V 
200 
0 20 40 60 80 
Toqe ft 
100 
lb 
120 140 
---­
160 180 
MOTOR CONTROLLER SPECIFICATION


Type SCR chopper, logic unit, coil and capacitors 
Manufacturer Sevcon 
Model 7650-4 
Rated Voltage 80-130 volts 
Rated Current 750 amps max, 400 amps continuous 
Weight 60 lb. 
Size Chopper; 
Logic: 
Coil: 
Capacitors: 
14" x 10" x 7" 
3" x 11" x 6" 
6" x 4" x 5" 
10" x 51 x 6" 
CONTACTORS 
* Directional Contractor Pair 
-
-
-
-
HB Electric 
Model HB 33BA 123LIB 
Coil Voltage = 12 volts 
Weight= 10 lbs. 
a Line Contactor 
-
-
-
-
HB Electric 
Model HB 39BD 122LIB 
Coil Voltage = 12 volts 
Weight = 5 lbs. 
Component 
Tires 
Wheels 
Brakes 
Drive Shaft 
Differential 
Drive Chain 
Miscellaneous 
MECHANICAL COMPONENTS 
Supplier Estimated Weight (lbs.) 
Goodyear Custom Polysteel 
Radial HR-78-15, 32 psi, or 
equivalent 
4 x 20 
Kelsey-Hayes 4 x 20 
Delco-Moraine drum type 4 x 20 
Dana Spicer Universals and Torque 
Tubes 
30 
Dana Spicer IS-18, modified 35 
Morse Hy-Vo 15 
10 
SIMULATED POWER TRAIN PERFORMANCE WITH TEN MOTOR/TRANSMISSION 
COMBINATIONS HAD THE FOLLOWING COMMON FEATURES: 
* 	 The motor was the Prestolite EO-26747 DC series motor 
* 	 The tires were of 0.32 m radius 
a 	 The rolling resistance assumed was 0.098 N/kg. 
* 	 The transmission and differential efficiencies were estimated 
from manufacturer's data. 
a 	 A weight penalty (or benefit) was assigned with respect to 
a baseline of 3600 lbs. (1633 kg) 
CASE 	 I 
FIXED RATIO REDUCTIONJYPOID GEARING PARAMETERS


WEIGHT PENALTY 
 0 
TRANSMISSION RATIO 4.2:1 
TRANSMISSION EFFICIENCY 0.92 
* 	 DIFFERENTIAL RATIO 1.0 
DIFFERENTIAL EFFICIENCY 1.0 
MOTOR RANGE


SAE J227a/D 30-36 MILES 
55 MPH 47 MILES 
30 MPH, 10% GRADE '4.3 MILES 
HYPOID ADVANTAGES 
GEARING 
EARIN '-. -SIMPLE, 	 . COMMONLY USED CONSTRUCTION 
. LIGHTWEIGHT 
W"- L DISADVANTAGES W 
ke. 
WHEEL 
 
C LINIVERZSALS LIMITS VEHICLE RANGE DUE TO POOR MATCHING WITH MOTOR EFFICIENCY CHARACTERISTICS. 
HYPOID GEARING EFFICIENCY IS A SOURCE OF


SIGNIFICANT POWER LOSS.


EFFICIENCY SENSITIVE TO LUBRICANT TEMPERATURE.


CASE 2 
FIXED RATIO REDUCTION, 
EFFICIENCY CHAIN DRIVE 
HIGH 
PARAMETERS 
WEIGHT PENALTY 0 
TRANSMISSION RATIO 4.2:1 
TRANSMISSION EFFICIENCY 0.98 
MOTOR 
--
HICII '1-1 U('llNCY 
CHI 
DIFFERENTIAL RATIO 
DIFFERENTIAL EFFICIENCY 
1.0 
3.0 
RANGE 
SAE J227a/D 31-41 MILES 
55 MPH 
30 MPH, 10% GRADE 
51 MILES 
4.6 MILES 
T EWl ADVANTAGES 
EEL SIMPLE CONSTRUCTION 
DIFFERENTIAL, 
RSAL * HIGH EFFICIENCY FIXED RATIO REDUCTION 
-FRNEFFICIENCY RELATIVELY INSENSITIVE TO TEMPERATURE 
DISADVANTAGES 
LIMITS RANGE DUE TO POOR MATCHING WITH MOTOR 
EFFICIENCY CHARACTERISTICS. 
CASE 3 
DUAL MOTOR DRIVE, FIXED REDUCTION 
I 
.... 
HIH 
FFCHAINS 
I 
I 
ji {fi I 
j....DUAL 
'I 
PARAMCTLRS 
WI(4T PENALTY - I oUS 
TRANSMISSION RATIO 4.2: I 
TRANSMISSION EFFICIENCY 0.98 
DIFFERENTIAL RATIO I a 
DIFFERENTIAL EFFICIENCY 1.0 
RANGE 

SAE J227a/D 32-42 MILES 
55 MPH St MILES 
30 MPH, I0GRADE 4.A MILES 
lADVANTAGES 
LIGIITIMIGIIT DRIVE TRAIN RESULTING IN IMPROVED 
VEHICLE RANGE COMPARED TO A SINGLE MOTOR. 
HIGH EFFICIENCY CHAIN DRIVE 
MOTORS PROVIDE DIFFERENTIAL ACTION 
DISADVANTAGES 
TWO MOTORS ARE REQUIRED 
TWO SMALL MOTORS MAY BE LESS EFFICIENT THAN 
ONE LARCE ONE 
FIXED RATIO' LIMITS RANGE DUE TO POOR MATCHING 
WITH MOTOR EFFICIENCY CHARACTERISTICS. 
CASE 4 
STANDARD 3 SPEED AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION 
WITH A TORQUE CONVERTER PARAMETERS 
WEIGHT PENALTY +150 LBS 
TRANSMISSION RATIO 3.5:1 (0-20 MPH)
1.7:1 (20-35 MPH) 
1.0.1 LABOVE 35 MPH) 
TRANSMISSION EFFICIENCY 0.70 (0-20 MPH) 
0.88 (20-35 MPH)
0.92 (ABOVE 35 MPH) 
DIFFERENTIAL RATIO *1.2 I 
TORQUE DIFFERENTIAL EFFICIENCY 0.92 
CONVERTER RANGE 
* SAE J222aID 25-39 MILES 
TRANSMISSION 55 MPH '4 MILES 
30 MPH, 10% GRADE 4I9 MILES 
ADVANTAGES 
AVAILABLE MULTI-RATIO TRANSMISSION WITH AUTOMATIC 
-, SPEED CHANGE. 
DISADVANTAGES 
LOW EFFICIENCY COMPARED TO OTHER TRANSMISSION 
TYPES DUE TO INTERNAL PUMP LOSSES OF 1-3 HP 
(DEPENDING ON VEHICLE SPEED). 
EFFICIENCY SENSITIVE TO TEMPERATURE CHANGE. 
0 TO E -. -TO WTHE TORQUE CONVERTER ADDS SIGNIFICANT LOSSES TO DRIVE TRAIN DURING BOTH ACCELERATION AND 
' H CONSTANT VELOCITY OPERATION 
HYPOID TYPE LOW PROVABLE VEHICLE RANGE. 
I DIFFERENTIAL 
CASE 5 Lewis Research Center 
3 SPEED AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION CHAIN 
COUPLED TO THE DIFFERENTIAL WITHOUT 
TORQUE CONVERTER PARAMETERS 
WEIGHT PENALTY .O0 LBS 
MOTOR TRANSMISSION RATIO 2.74.1 1.57.1 
(0-20 MPH) 
(20-35 MPH) 
1.0: 1 (ABOVE 35 MPH) 
... 
TRANSMISSION EFFICIENCY 0.76 10-20 MPH) 
0.80 (20-3S MPH) 
0.82 (ABOVE 35 MPH) 
-
.TRANSMISSION . DIFFERENTIAL 
RATIO 5.0.1 
--
DIFFERENTIAL EFFICIENCY 0.98I 
RANGE 
TO TO SAE J227a1D 28-42 MILES C0 
55 MPH 42 MILES 
30 MPH. 10% GRADE 4.0 MILES 
ADVANTAGES 
AVAILABLE MULTI-RATIO TRANSMISSION WITH 
AUTOMATIC SPEED CHANGE. 
-­ _',,,DISADVANTAGES 
.lLOW EFFICIENCY COMPARED TO OTHER TRANSMISSION 
TYPES DUE TO INTERNAL PUMP LOSSES OF 1-3 HP (DEPENDING ON VEHICLE SPEED) 
,jl 
-­
. 
. 
EFFICIENCY SENSITIVE TO TEMPERATURE CHANGE. 
WHEN COUPLED DIRECTLY TO THE MOTOR, TRANSMISSION 
.-. 
LIFE IS SHORT DUE TO EXCESS SHOCK LOADING. 
ALTERNATE CONSTRUCTION 
CASE 6 
STANDARD 2 SPEED AUTOMATIC 
TRANSMISSION WITHOUT A TORQUE 
CONVERTER 
PARAMETERS 
O. WEIGHT PENALTY .75 LBS 
MOTO TRANSMISSION RATIO 2,74:1 (0-20MPH),1.0: (ABOVE 20MPH) 
TRANSMISSION EFFICIENCY 0,90 
DIFFERENTIAL RATIO 4.2:) 
* DIFFERENTIAL EFFICIENCY 0.92 
RANGE 
TRANSMISSION SAE J227a/D 31-40 MILES 
55 MPH 46 MILES 
30 MPH, 10%CRADE 4.2 MILES 
ADVANTAGES 
A T AVAILABLE MULTI-RATIO TRANSMISSION WITH 
AUTOMATIC SPEED CHANCE. 
DISADVANTAGES 
LOW EFFICIENCY COMPARED TO OTHER TRANS-
MISSION TYPES DUE TO INTERNAL PUMP LOSSES 
TO TO OF 1-3 HP (DEPENDING ON VEHICLE SPEED) 
WHEEL WHEEL EFFICIENCY SENSITIVE TO TEMPERATURE CHANGE 
HYPOID TYPE IF DIRECTLY COUPLED TO THE MOTOR, TRANSMISSION 
DIFFERENTIAL LIFE IS VERY SHORT DUE TO EXCESSIVEIN FIRST GEAR SHOCK LOADING 
CASE 7 
TORQUE CONVERTER 
A DIFFERENTIAL 
COUPLED DIRECTLY TO 
PARAMETERS 
WEIGHT PENALTY 50 LS 
TRANSMISSION RATIO t0.1 (-2.5 MPH) 
2,5 1 (2.5 -5MPH) 
1.25.1 (5-IOMPH) 
I 05:1 (ABOVE 1OMPH) 
MOTOR TRANSMISSION EFFICIENCY 0.20 (0-2.5MPH), 
0 65 (2.5-SMPH) 
0.91 (5-10 MPH) 
0.95 (ABOVE 10 MPH) 
DIFFERENTIAL RATIO 4.2" 
DIFFERENTIAL EFFICIENCY 0.92 
CONVERTER RANGE 
SAE J227a/D 30-3S MILES 
S 55 MPH 48 MILES 
30 MPH, I0%GRADE 4.4 MILES 
ADVANTAGES 
FORMS A VARIABLE RATIO TRANSMISSION WHICH 
ALLOWS THE MOTOR TO OPERATE AT HIGHER. MORE 
EFFICIENT SPEEDS AT LOW VEHICLE SPEEDS 
DISADVANTAGES 
TO T TO NO NET GAIN IN PERFORMANCE COMPARED TO A SYSTEMWITHOUT THE TORQUE CONVERTER 
WHEEL WHEEL 
HYPOID TYPE 
E..lIFFERENTIAL 
CASE 8 
HYPOTHETICAL INFINITELY VARIABLE SPEED 
TRANSMISSION, ROLLING ELEMENT TYPE 
PARAMETERS 
WEIGHT PENALTY +200 LAS 
TRANSMISSION RATIO 32.4:1 I0-2.5 MPH ) 
16.2.1 (2.5-5.0 MPHI 
a.1:1 (S.0-10 MPH) 
5.76 I (10-20MPHI) 
MOTOR 1.68:1 (20-30 MPH) 
1.0.1 (ABOVE 30 MPH) 
TRANSMISSION EFFICIENCY 0.76 0-02.5 MPH) 
0.86 (2.5-5.0 MPH) 
0.90 15.0-10 MPH) 
0.91 (10-20 MPH)
0.92 (20-30 MPH) 
TRANSMISSION DIFFERENTIAL RATIO 4.2:1I 
DIFFERENTIAL EFFICIENCY 0.92 
RANGE 0 
SAE J227a/D 29-35 MILES 
* 55 MPH 4S MILES 
30 MPH, 10% GRADE 5.2 MILES 
' ADVANTAGES 
DRIVE TRAIN CAN BE IDEALLY MATCHED WITH THE 
MOTOR REQUIREMENTS OVER A WIDE RANGE OF TORQUE 
TO TO AND SPEED. 
WHEEL W H EE L 
DISADVANTAGES 
HY OID TPEN NOT AVAILABLE AS ASTATE-OF-THE-ART DEVICE. 
* PROBABLY SIGNIFICANTLY HEAVIER THAN ALTERNATE 
MULTISPEED TRANSMISSIONS. 
CASE 9 
PARAMETENS 
VARIABLE SPEED V BELT TRANSMISSION WEIGHT PENALTY *100 LBS 
TRANSMISSION RATIO 4.8)1 (0-10 MPH) 
4.0:I 10-2C MPH)
3.0 1 (2030 MPH) 
MOTOR 
2.0.1 (30-40 MPH) 
1.0:1 (ABOVE 40 MPH) 
-­ * TRANSMISSION EFFICIENCY 0.90 
DIFFERENTIAL RATIO 4.2.1 
... . DIFFERENTIAL EFFICIENCY 0.99 
RANGE 
SAE J227a/D 33-46 MILES 
CHAIN -j...55 MPH 45 MILES 
ADVANTAGES30 MPH, 10% GRADE 5.7 MILES 
TO , -TOI, VARIABLE SPEED TRANSMISSION MAXIMIZES OPERATION 
WHEEL WHEEL OF THE DRIVE MOTOR AT EFFICIENT SPEEDJTORQUE 
RANGES DURING THE DRIVING CYCLE. 
DIFFERENTIAL CLAIMED EFFICIENCIES WITH SPEED. OF 86-94%, RELATIVELY CONSTANT 
ELECTRICAL ACTUATION COMPATIBLE WITH SCR CONTROL 
SYSTEM 
MINIMIZES CURRENT DEMAND BY PROVIDING HIGH WHEEL 
TORQUE AT LOW VEHICLE SPEEDS. 
EFFICIENCY RELATIVELY INSENSITIVE TO AMBIENT 
TEMPERATURE. 
DISADVANTAGES 
MORE COMPLEX THAN A FIXED RATIO DRIVE, 
NO COMPREHENSIVE DOCUMENTATION ON RELIABILITY 
AND PERFORMANCE. 
CASE 10 
2 SPEED TRANSMISSION USING PARAMETERS 
ELECTRICALLY OPERATED CLUTCHES 
WEIGHT PENALTY tIOG LOS 
TRANSMISSION RATIO 4 0. 1 (0-20 MPH) 
CHAIN 1.0. 1 (ABOVE 20 MPH) 
TRANSMISSION EFFICIENCY 0.92 
DIFFERENTIAL RATIO 4.5.1 
DIFFERENTIAL EFFICIENCY 0.98 
till RANGE 
UTCH SAE J227a/D 32.5-45 MILES 
CAN55 MPH 49 MILES 
30 MPH, 10%CGRADE 4. 5MILES 
U ADVANTAGES 
CLUTCH HIIIGLY EFFICIENT TRANSMISSION. REQUIRE .07 HP. 
ELECTRIC CLUTCHES 
TO TO HIGIIER PROBABLE VEHICLE RANGE COMPARED TO 
WHEEL/. . WHEEL FIXED RATIO DRIVES 
LOW GEAR ALLOWS MORE EFFICIENT OPERATION OF THE 
DIFFERENTIAL MOTOR DURING LOW SPEED OPERATION 
EFFICIENCY RELATIVELY INSENSITIVE TO AMBIENT d 
TEMPLRATURE. 
ALTERNATE: HELICAL GEARING IN PLACE 3 SPEED OPTIONS 
OF CHAINS 
DISADVANTAGES 
NOr PROVEN IN CURRENT VEHICLES 
MORE COMPLEX THAN A FIXED RATIO DRIVE. 
co 
RANGE OVER 
SAE CYCLE 
(MILES/CASE) 
33-46/9 
32.5-45/10 
32-42/3 
31-41/2 
RANKING OF CALCULATED 
RANGE AT 
55 MPH 
(MILES/CASE) 
51/2, 3 
49/10 
 
48/7 
47/1 
PERFORMANCE 
RANGE AT 
30 MPH, 10% GRADE 
(MILES/CASE) 
5.7/9 
5.2/8 
 
4.9/4 
 
4.8/3 
 
PEAK 
CURRENT 
(AMPERES/CASE) 
375/9 
400/5


425/4 
450/10 
THE SELECTION OF THE ELECTROMATIC DRIVE TRANSMISSION 
FOR THE STATE-OF-THE-ART POWER TRAIN IS BASED ON: 
* High Calculated Range 
* Good Efficiency (--90%) 
* Low Weight and Compact (40 lbs.) 
* Potentially Reliable 
* Electrically Controllable 
* Emerging in Market Place 
* Well Suited to Transaxle Configuration 
TIRES 
DRIVE TRAIN UTILIZING THE 
W"BELT TRANSMISSION 
-MOTOR 
ELECTROMATIC 
TRANSMISSION' 
DRVRENTIAL-," 

C: 	 UNIVERSAL 
~DRIVE SHAFTS 
DRIVE TRAIN INSTALLATION IN A TYPICAL 
VEHICLE CONFIGURATION 
BATTERIES IBATTERIE 
CTCCELETOR
CONTROL
CONTROLLER 
TRANSMISSION 
INN L2 
p rd 
PREDICTED RANGE OF THE STATE-OF-THE-ART POWER TRAIN (650 lbs.) 
Ccle~ Range 
SAE J227a/D 36-50


55 MPH 47


30MPH, 10% Grade 6.2


IV. IMPROVED POWER TRAINS


1. 	 BY APPLYING NEAR-TERM TECHNICAL ADVANCES, IMPROVED POWER TRAIN DESIGNS WILL 
INCREASE VEHICLE RANGE. 
(1) 	 Use a Separately Excited DC Motor 
(2) 	 Reduce Vehicle Weight by Using Lightweight Materials in the Power Train Components. 
(3) 	 Develop Tires Specifically Designed for the Electric Vehicle Application. 
(4) 	 Design an Integral Motor/Transmission Package. 
(5) 	 Increase Battery Mass Fraction. 
(6) 	 Change Battery Voltage. 
(7) 	 Use an AC Motor and Controller. 
(8) 	 Incorporate Supplemental Load Leveling Batteries. 
(9) 	 Use Batteries With Higher Energy Density. 
(10) Use Flywheels for Load Leveling. 
COMPARISON OF POTENTIAL 
IMPROVEMENT AREAS 
Commercial- Estimated 
Evaluation Task Area 
State-of 
the-Art 
Improved 
Range 
Development 
Risk 
Technical 
Feasibility 
ization 
Potential 
Program 
Effort Comments 
1. Separately excited DC motor Near Unknown Moderate Yes Yes Moderate Improved motor/transmissionmatch. Verify efficiency. 
2. Component weight reduction Current Yes Low Yes Yes Moderate 
3. Electric vehicle tires Near Yes Low Yes Yes High 
4. Integral motor/transmission Current None Low Yes Yes Moderate Specific to packaging. 
Possible weight savings. 
5. Increase battery mass fraction Now Yes ? ? Yes --- Vehicle impact. 
6. Battery voltage change Near ? Moderate ? ? Moderate Batteries? 
7. AC motor system Near None High ? ? High 
8. Supplemental load leveling Advanced ? Low ? ? High 
batteries 
9. Improved batteries Advanced Yes High Yes Yes High 
10. Flywheels for load-leveling Advanced Yes High Yes ? High 
Source: Booz-Allen £ Hamilton Inc. 
2. 	 THE USE OF A SEPARATELY EXCITED DC MOTOR, AS COMPARED TO A SERIES 
MACHINE, CAN IMPROVE THE RANGE OF AN ELECTRIC VEHICLE. 
(1) 	 The Power Trains Studied Are Distinguished By Armature Control, 
Field Control or the Incorporation of the Electromatic CVT. 
(2) 	 An Iterative Simulation With Empirically Adjusted Efficiency 
Models Was Used To Investigate the Performance Of the Separately 
Excited Motor Systems. 
(3) 	 The Computer Analysis Predicted That the Range Over the SAE 
Cycle With a Separately Excited Motor is 20% Greater Than With 
a Comparable Series Motor. 
(4) 	 The All Electrical Motor Control Scheme Represents the Most


Viable Near-Term Design Approach.


SEPARATELY EXCITED DC MOTOR


COMPUTER SIMULATION TRADE-OFF STUDY 
* TRIAD iterative model


a Constant current during acceleration


* 3,600 pound vehicle 
* Vehicle parameters 
Effective frontal area = 6 ft 
2
-
Tire radius = 12.6 inches 
- Rolling resistance = 0.01 lb./lb. 
a 96 percent chopper efficiency 
* Shunt wound version of Prestolite E0-26747 motor 
* Realistic CVT model 
* Deceleration limited to 0. 1 G. 
ELECTROMATIC CVT EFFICIENCY


UC 
3.6 3.4 3.2 3.'0 2.8 2.6 2.4 2.2 2.0 1.8 1.6 1.4 1.2 1.0 .80 .60 .40 .20 0 
Ratio 
Source: 8ooz-Allen &Hamilton Inc. 
CASE 9 PERFORMANCE
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CASE 
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Chopper 
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CASE II PERFORMANCE 
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CASE 12 - FIRED ARMATURE 
Field
Chopper --­
-- ..Field 
Reverse 
Contactor Differential 
CASE 12 PERFORMANCE


(a 
< 
- 200 -
F---II 
u Transmission 
a: 
-
Control F
Field 
I­< 100 Control 
Motor - Separately excited 
Control - Field only 
Transmission - CVT 
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slip 
-{ Transmission 
I l Ratio 
3000 Transmission 0.68.1 
Upshifting 
a. 
w 2000 
0 
1000 
0 10 20 30 '40 50 
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Source: Rooz,Allen &Hamilton Inc. 
CASE 13 - FIXED FIELD


Chopper 
Bat er Field 
-- Reverse 
Contactor 
- Differential 
CASE 13 PERFORMANCE
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CASE 14 - "ALL ELECTRIC" CONTROL 
Contactor 
BatterysChopper 
BatteryFil 
. 
-- Reverse 
ContactorDifferential 
CASE 14 PERFORMANCE
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Source: Booz, Allen &Hamilton Inc. 
POWER TRAIN PERFORMANCE 

WITH SEPARATELY 
9 
Motor Type Series 
Armature Control Chop 
Separate Field Control 
Transmission Type EM/CVT 
Differential 4.3:1 
Range Over SAE J227a/D, 4000 
3,600 lb. vehicle (miles) 
Motor Speed at 55 mph (RPM) 30 
EXCITED MOTOR 
CASE STUDIED 

11 12 

Shunt Shunt 
Chop Fixed 
Chop Chop 
EM/CVT EM/CVT 
7:1 7:1 
3491 3491 
34 33.5 
13 
Shunt 
Chop 
Fixed 
EM/CVT 
4.2:1 
2094 
34.5 
14 
Shunt 
Chop 
Chop 
--­
8:1 
5870 
36.1 
Source: Booz-Allen &Hamilton Inc. 
RELATIVE EVALUATION OF


CANDIDATE SEPARATELY EXCITED 
MQTORSYSTEMS 
DESCRIPTION 
Motor Type 
Armature Control 
Separate Field Control 
Transmission 
Differential 
Motor Speed at 55 mph (RPM) 
Range Over SAE J227a/D 
Actual Weight (miles) 
Relative Weight (lbs.) 
Reliability 
Cost 
Development Risk 
CASE STUDIED 
9 11 13 14 
Series Shunt Shunt Shunt 
Chop Chop Chop Chop 
--- Chop Fixed Chop 
EM/CVT EM/CVT EM/CVT --­
4.3:1 7:1 4.2:1 8:1 
4000 3491 2094 5870 
31.2 35.3 35.9 38.0 
0 +5 0 -35 
Moderate Moderate Moderate High 
Low Moderate Moderate High 
High High High Moderate 
3. 	 SEVERAL OTHER IMPROVEMENTS WILL LEAD TO FEATURES WHICH WILL ENHANCE THE SUCCESS 
OF THE ELECTRIC VEHICLE. 
(1) 	 Develop a Brake Blending Control. 
(2) 	 Reduce Drive Train Noise. 
(3) Assess and Improve Component Reliability.


(1i) Assess Safety.


(5) 	 Develop Efficient and Reliable Automatic Transmissions. 
ELECTROMAGNETIC TRANSMISSION 
.625 AIXlflA 
IST. 1.0311 RATIO 
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ELECTROMAGNETIC TRANSMISSION


INSTALLED IN A TYPICAL


VEHICLE CONFIGURATION


BATTERIES 
ACCELERATOR 
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BATTERIES


MOTOR 
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ELECTROMAGNETIC TRANSMISSION 
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400: 
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HIGH GEAR 
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ELECTROMAGNETIC TRANSMISSION 
a Based on off-the-shelf components. 
* Weight less than 100 pounds. 
* Compact. 
* Activation power 0.04 HP. 
* Slip friction loss less than 0.1 HP. 
* Conservative gear loading. 
* Requires synchronized motor control to maximize reliability and smoothness. 
* An alternate version using tooth-type clutches would be smaller and lighter. 
TOOTH TYPE ELECTROMAGNETIC 
3 SPEED TRANSMISSION 
I ST--CA --
MIN. INF TR 
-UNIVERSAL COUPLINC 
V. SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
1. 	 STATE-OF-THE-ART ELECTRIC VEHICLES ARE PRIMARILY CONVERSIONS WITH A HANDFUL OF 
ORIGINAL DESIGNS. 
(1) 	 Most Suitable, Off-The-Shelf, Components Are Well Qualified Automotive or Industrial 
Products. 
(2) 	 Reliability Has Not Been Demonstrated in a Suitable, Efficient Automatic Transmission. 
2. 	 THE MAJOR ELEMENTS OF THE PRELIMINARY POWER TRAIN DESIGN DEVELOPED IN THIS 
STUDY ARE A DC SERIES MOTOR, SCR CONTROLLER AND V-BELT CVT. 
(1) 	 The DC Series Motor With SCR Controller Represents the State-Of-The-Art Prime Mover. 
(2) 	 An Electrically Controlled V-Belt CVT When Used In a State-Of-The-Art Power Train 
Offers Superior Range When Compared To Other Available Transmissions. 
(3) 	 The State-Of-The-Art Power Train Can Achieve a Range of 36 Miles Over The SAE J227a/D 
Cycle, 47 Miles at a Constant 55 MPH and 6.2 Miles Up a 10 Percent Grade at 30 MPH. 
3. 	 IMPROVEMENTS STUDIED IN DETAIL INCLUDE THE USE OF SEPARATELY EXCITED MOTORS, 
AN ELECTROMAGNETIC TRANSMISSION AND MORE REALISTIC COMPONENT WEIGHT AND 
EFFICIENCIES. 
(1) 	 The Use of a Separately Excited DC Motor, As Compared To a Series Machine, Can Achieve 
a Range of Approximately 38 Miles Over the SAE Cycle. 
(2) 	 A Two Speed Electromagnetically Shifted Transmission, Composed of Off-the-Shelf 
Components, May Provide An Efficient and Reliable Electric Vehicle Transmission. 
4. 	 FUTURE WORK SHOULD EMPHASIZE NEAR TERM TECHNICAL ADVANCES TO BRING A PRACTICAL 
ELECTRIC VEHICLE CLOSER TO REALITY. 
(1) 	 Better Batteries, Expanded Use of Light Weight Materials and Low Rolling Resistance Tire 
Designs Are the Areas With the Major Potential for Improved Range. 
(2) 	 Further Development of High Speed DC Motors and Electronic Control Packages Will Enhance 
the Potential for "All Electric" Drives. 
(3) 	 The Electromatic CVT and the Electromagnetically Shifted Transmission Should Be Applied To 
Vehicle Power Trains To Demonstrate Their Reliability in the Field. 
